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In this issue (June/July 1977) there are three articles which deal with the Bible. The 

Editorial, dealing with our use of the Bible during the summer months: Rev. George Lubbers in 

“Pastor’s Study” deals with the literal symbolical ‘‘question”; and Jessica Poortinga in “Current 

Events and Comments” deals with finding proof texts from memory. 

The Bible is the bestselling book in the country. More new, crisp Bibles are printed each 

year than any other book. They are to be found in nearly every home, motel room, and hospital 

room in the land. Men dedicate their lives to the distribution of the Bible. Societies and leagues 

are formed to translate it into every language on the earth. 

Does such saturation of society with the Good News make you thrill just a bit? One 

would be inclined to. However, take a look purely from the surface. 

Have you ever looked in the drawer in that motel room and found tucked away there that 

nice, new Bible? So new and unused, in fact, that the binding cracks and groans when you open 

it, and wants to close again because you are probably the first person to open it. Why? 

Or how about that hospital room where the scene is often pain and suffering, or the 

waiting room outside the operation room. Is that Bible usually crisp and new? Why? 

Have you ever noticed while visiting that grandparent or elderly saint in the church, that his 

Bible is quite different from the others you have noticed in motels and hospitals? Its pages are 
“dog-eared,” its cover shows brown cracks in the leather from being bent when opened time after 

time. And, yes, those are pencil lines on those soiled, hand-oily pages marking those passages 

that mean something special to him. Why? 

Have you noticed that graduation Bible of yours up there on the shelf? Is it still crisp and 

new? Why? 

Also, in this issue are some “brain-teaser” questions which we hope to include regularly. 

Not only will they reveal interesting little facts, but they also may offer an easy and stimulating 

“use your Bible” exercise. 
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